SuiteSolutions - NFP Mid-Market Edition

Description and Terms of Service

Overview of Functionality

The SuiteSolutions NFP Mid-Market Edition bundle provides business process solutions for nonprofit organizations, including financial reporting, revenue management, fundraising, and constituent relationship management (organizational and individual constituents, householding, and tracking relationships). The NFP Mid-Market Edition bundle provides the data structures not found in the native NetSuite Service for nonprofit accounting, fundraising, constituent management, and grants. It also helps automate Constituent Management -- the management of individuals, “Households” (a group of one or more family members), organizations and their relationships to one another -- and captures the transactions associated to each Constituent, allowing for a variety of finance and fundraising reports.

Key components of SuiteSolutions - NFP Mid-Market Edition:

- Households are automatically created; Households can be split (in the case of a divorce) and added to in case of an addition; relationships can be deactivated
- Suitelets such as the Fund Dashboard and Relationship Report allow for quick views of overall giving and relationships.
- Financial, Revenue, Expense, Fundraising, and Grant reports are pre-built (including FASB reports)
- KPIs and Dashboards for a variety of nonprofit roles (such as CEO, CFO, Controller) are pre-built
- A custom “NFP Solution Center Tab” aggregates NFP reports and functions for ease of use

Limitations

1. A maximum of 11,000 search results can be loaded on the Current Projects tab in the Fund Dashboard. If the results are greater than 11,000 additional criteria will have to be added in the searches used for Fund Dashboard.
2. A maximum of 15,000 relationships can be successfully exported in the Relationship Report.
3. A limit of 20,000 soft credit records can be carried over when billing Sales Orders.
4. Households can hold a maximum of 2,000 Family Members.
5. Defaulting the Restriction column will not trigger on imported transactions.
6. On Relationship Report subtabs, only the results on the current page and not on all pages will be sorted.
7. When importing CSV files, the “Run Server SuiteScript and trigger Workflows” should be enabled to trigger the automations.
8. Editing transactions approved by Advanced Approvals is not supported.
9. Results displayed in the Fund Dashboard will depend on the role of the user.
10. NPO Constituent Relationship Form should be used when creating relationships.
11. All standard NetSuite Service usage and governance limits apply.
**Terms of Service**

SuiteSolutions are pre-built offerings used to accelerate the delivery of custom functionality into Customer’s account. Any custom configurations or code deployed with SuiteSolutions is not locked and can be further customized in Customer’s NetSuite Service account. It is Customer’s sole responsibility to review the functionality and limitations enabled by this SuiteSolutions item before procuring. Unless specifically agreed in writing in a separate Statement of Work, SuiteSolutions are not supported, maintained or upgraded by Oracle. In addition, unless otherwise agreed upon in writing pursuant to a Statement of Work, Customer is responsible for all testing and configuration of all SuiteSolutions. SuiteSolutions can only be deployed to the account of the specific Customer that has procured SuiteSolutions. SuiteSolutions are for Customer’s internal use only for use with Customer’s NetSuite Service account and cannot be re-bundled and/or shared. Customer may continue to use this SuiteSolutions item during the term of its use of the NetSuite Service.

This item shall be considered a Deliverable (as such term is defined in the PS Terms) and is provided to you pursuant to and governed by (in order of preference, as applicable): (i) the Professional Services Addendum to the Subscription Services Agreement entered by and between the parties, (ii) the separate Oracle Professional Services Agreement entered by and between the parties; or (iii) if neither (i) nor (ii) are applicable, the Online Professional Services Agreement found at [www.netsuite.com/termsofservice](http://www.netsuite.com/termsofservice) (the “PS Terms”).

The SuiteSolutions may include open source software programs licensed under different terms or licensed by a vendor other than Oracle. To the extent that Oracle includes open source software in or with SuiteSolutions (“Open Source Software”), the licenses governing such Open Source Software will apply to Customer’s access and use of such Open Source Software. If applicable, a list of certain Open Source Software notices applicable to this SuiteSolutions item is set forth below. Customer agrees to comply with all applicable provisions of the licenses and terms governing Open Source Software. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth herein or in the PS Terms, Oracle is not responsible for, and makes no warranties, express or implied, related to Open Source Software and will have no liability for Customer’s use of such Open Source Software.

**Open Source Software**

The following notices may be updated from time to time as provided in the code.

**JQuery 1.11.3**

JS Foundation

**Intellectual Property Policy**

The JS Foundation supports numerous individual projects (each, a “Project” and together, the “Projects”). Contributions to individual projects are made pursuant to the license applicable to each such Project (with respect to each Project, the “Applicable License”). The technical governing body of each Project is free to choose, as its Applicable License with respect to contributions of code, the Apache License, Version 2.0 (available at [http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0](http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0)).
If an alternative inbound or outbound license is required for compliance with the license for a leveraged open source project or is otherwise required to achieve the JS Foundation’s, or an individual Project’s, objectives, the Board of Directors of the JS Foundation (the “Board”) may approve the use of an alternative license for inbound or outbound contributions on an exception basis. Please email legal@js.foundation to obtain exception approval.

The JS Foundation and its Projects seek to integrate and contribute back to other open source projects within the scope of driving widespread adoption and continued development of key JavaScript solutions and related technologies. Based on this design goal for the JS Foundation, the development community will:
• conform to all license requirements of the open source projects leveraged within the project; and
• operate to maximize opportunities for compatibility with other projects that might be leveraged in the project.

Except as may be approved by the Board:
• All new code contributions to any Project shall be made under the Applicable License accompanied by either a JS Foundation CLA Signature available at https://js.foundation/CLA or a Developers Certificate of Origin (DCO, available at http://developercertificate.org/).
• All outbound code will be made available under the Applicable License.
• All documentation (including without limitation code that is intended as sample code) will be contributed to the Project and made available under the Applicable License or, if approved by the Project, Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License or under CC0.

Furthermore, on notice to the Projects, the Board may adopt and/or modify contribution policies for the contribution of code to any Project.

The technical governing body of each Project may provide for additional requirements with respect to contributions.

Except for (a) each member’s commitment to be bound by this Policy with respect to its or its employees’ authorized contributions to any Project and (b) any applicable contributor license agreement, if any, no license is granted by the member to its intellectual property, and none shall be implied by general membership in the JS Foundation.

As adopted by the Board of Directors on October, 17 2016